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The real “Axis of Evil” is currently presenting itself to Western populations as Western-
supported Zionists unabashedly commit genocide against Palestinian civilians right now, in
plain view, for all to see.

Apartheid Israel[1] is using Western financing, and Western bombs, and Western covert and
overt support to bomb and snipe and bury alive Palestinian civilians who are herded from
one place to another like so many heads of cattle only to be bombed and starved and
further denied all rights, including the most precious one: the right to live.

Gaza  itself  is  not  unlike  the  WW2  Nazi-besieged  Warsaw  Ghetto  where  Jews  were
concentrated, besieged, starved, and ultimately exterminated.

As with the Nazi control of ghetto supplies,  Zionists control the two crossings into Gaza:
Rafah and Beit Hanoun, and from there prevent international aid from entering Gaza.

See video here.

As with the Nazi persecution of Jews, the Zionist end-game is extermination and evacuation
of Palestinians from Gaza.

This is Option C of Israel’s “Secret Intelligence Memorandum.”

“Option  C”,  writes  Prof.  Michel  Chossudovsky,  “defines  and  confirms  Netanyahu’s
criminal  agenda  directed  against  the  People  of  Palestine:

‘It recommends a full population transfer as its preferred course of action. …’ ”
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“Option C” continues Chossudovsky,  “defines the framework of  the operation directed
against the People of Palestine, with the full support of the U.S. and NATO. It confirms
that the ongoing genocide against the People of Palestine was a carefully planned
undertaking.

It consists in ‘the evacuation of the civilian population from Gaza to Sinai.’ ”[2]

The propaganda that Israelis are somehow “victims” is increasingly absurd especially as
details  concerning  the  October  7  false  flag[3]  become  more  apparent,  even  according  to
Israeli sources.

 The truism that “Israeli accusations are its confessions” is especially poignant.
Those of us opposing the Zionist-perpetrated genocide of the trapped,starved, bombed,
sniped and caged Palestinians are not “anti-semites”. The Zionists are the anti-semites,
since they are the ones mass-murdering Palestinians who, after all, are semitic peoples.
Zionists, by and large, are not.

See video here.

This War of Terror, this genocide, that the West and its Zionist proxies are waging against
Palestinian  civilians  should  weigh  heavily  on  everyone’s  conscience.  Certainly,  student
protests against the slaughter are correct and righteous, and those professing neutrality are
on the side of the oppressors at a time when the wrong-doers, the evil-doers, have rarely
been so transparent.

As Washington-supported Israel tries to widen the war (and destroy 7 countries in 5 years),
per General Clark, Global Terrorists have revealed their hand once again.

The real “Axis of Evil” consists of those countries such as the U.S and Israel which are
currently committing crimes against humanity[4] against Palestinians in Gaza, all in the
context  of  a  “long  war”  against  humanity  which  features  permanent  warfare  and
international lawlessness as policy.

Any “Rules Based Order” promised by Washington would offer more of the same.

*
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